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Abstract: In this article, monkeypox is studied as a zoonotic poxvirus disease which can occur in hu-
mans and other animals due to substitution of the amino acid serine with methionine. We investigate
the (+)-catechin, betulinic acid, ursolic acid, quercetin-3-O-galactoside, luteolin-7-O-glucoside, and
myricetin in Sarracenia purpurea drugs from Sarraceniaceae family for treating monkeypox disease.
This is performed via adsorption onto the surface of (6,6) armchair single-walled carbon nanotube
(SWCNT) at the B3LYP/6-311+G (2d,p) level of theory in a water medium as the drug delivery
method at 300 K. Sarracenia purpurea has attracted much attention for use in the clinical treatment of
monkeypox disease due to the adsorption of its effective compounds of (+)-catechin, betulinic acid,
ursolic acid, quercetin-3-O-galactoside, luteolin-7-O-glucoside, and myricetin onto the surface of (6,6)
armchair SWCNT, a process which introduces an efficient drug delivery system though NMR, IR
and UV-VIS data analysis to the optimized structure. In addition to the lowering of the energy gap
(∆E = E LUMO − EHOMO), HOMO–LUMO energy has illustrated the charge transfer interactions
taking place within (+)-catechin, betulinic acid, ursolic acid, quercetin-3-O-galactoside, luteolin-7-
O-glucoside, and myricetin. The atomic charges have provided the proper perception of molecular
theory and the energies of fundamental molecular orbitals.

Keywords: monkeypox disease; Sarracenia purpurea; (+)-catechin; betulinic acid; ursolic acid; quercetin-
3-O-galactoside; luteolin-7-O-glucoside; myricetin (6,6) armchair CNT

1. Introduction

The Monkeypox virus can cause infectious diseases in the human body and sometimes
in other animals. The virus causes the symptoms of muscle ache, swollen lymph nodes,
and pimples accompanying a fever that produces smallpox, which peels little by little
until disappearing [1]. Over a period of several weeks, the symptoms become weaker, but
sometimes are strong, especially in people with vulnerable health [1–3].This virus causes
a type of chickenpoxis orthopoxvirus and may be distributed due to bush meat, animal
scrapes or stings, bodily liquids, contaminated ingredients or sick people through the air or
droplets [4,5]. In 2014, Minasov and co-workers discovered the crystal structure of A42R
profilin-like protein from the Monkeypox virus using X-ray diffraction [6]. It was seen
that the amino acid of serine in the target of L-PEPTIDE LINKING, which has the formula
C5H11NO2Se from the A42R profilin-like protein, was substituted with methionine, a fact
which has been shown by MSE protein MSE (1), MSE (75), MSE (82), and MSE (107) in two
chains of A and B with (Scheme 1).

Although there is no cure for the monkeypox disease, the smallpox vaccine could be
efficient in preventing putrefaction in close connections and in reducing the hardness of the
disease. During spread, some antiviral medications and chemical drugs might be applied,
as might the smallpox vaccine [7,8]. Moreover, medicinal plants and herbal practices have
been used to treat viral diseases for decades. Although rarely studied, these medicinal
plants could serve as strong foundations for novel antiviral drugs with applications versus
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rising and increasing viral diseases such as monkeypox, smallpox, yellow fever, Lassa fever,
meningitis, and COVID-19.
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Scheme 1. 3D structure of Monkeypox virus with two chains of A and B, MSE protein, Ramachandran
Plot and substitution of serine with methionine in the target.

A research work by Arndt and his co-workers demonstrated the in vitro characteriza-
tion of Sarracenia purpurea to be the first effective inhibitor of poxvirus replication at the
level of early viral transcription. With the renewed threat of poxvirus-related infections,
their results showed that Sarracenia purpurea might act as another defensive measure against
orthopoxvirus infections [9].

Recently, scientists indicated the potential of scarcely investigated and uninvestigated
natural drugs when applied to curing COVID-19, yellow fever, smallpox, monkeypox,
hepatitis, poliomyelitis, Lassa fever, and meningitis [10]. Understanding disease ecology
could help to preventing transmission and curb its spread. The established treatment
protocols along with the development of new antiviral agents and vaccines could play a
pivotal role in controlling transmission.
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Abubakar and his research group aimed to document the herbal practices and medici-
nal plants used to treat monkeypox and other emerging and re-emerging viral diseases [11].

In this work, we have investigated the physico-chemical characteristics of effective
compounds of the medicinal plant, Sarracenia purpurea, including (+)-catechin, betulinic
acid, ursolic acid, quercetin-3-O-galactoside, luteolin-7-O-glucoside, and myricetin. This
plant is employed to treat smallpox, cowpox and monkeypox.

It has been investigated that Sarracenia purpurea can be an inhibitor of the orthopoxvirus
protein, a fact which is exhibited by its being the cure for human smallpox disease. The impact
of Sarracenia purpurea might decrease in patients with impaired immune systems [12,13].

There is a focus on enhancing the bioavailability and duration of action of a drug in
order to modify its therapeutic effect. Drug delivery technique is able to change a drug’s
pharmacokinetics and specificity by formulating it with various ingredients, drug carriers,
and pieces of medical equipment [14–18]. Nanomedicine in drug delivery can achieve the
improved delivery of water insoluble drugs, the delivery of large macromolecule drugs to
intracellular sites of action, and the codelivery of two or more drugs or therapeutic agents
for use in combination remedy [19–21].

Nanotubes, with their intrinsic properties, have been considered potential candidates
for drug delivery carriers. The capped ends of nanotubes may be opened up by oxidation,
allowing for the insertion of molecules of interest inside the nanotubes. Carbon nanotubes
(CNTs) can easily penetrate cells, delivering drugs directly to the cytoplasm or nucleus.
Nanotubes conform to a perpendicular position to the cell membrane during uptake,
perforating and diffusing through the lipid bilayer to enter the cytoplasm. Functional-
ized CNTs are easily internalized by cells through passive and endocytosis-independent
mechanisms [22–27].

In this research, we have focused on (+)-catechin, betulinic acid, ursolic acid, quercetin-
3-O-galactoside, luteolin-7-O-glucoside, and myricetin, adsorbed onto the surface of (6,6)
armchair SWCNT in a water medium for preventing the activity of the monkeypox virus
(Scheme 2).
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The structure of (+)-catechin, betulinic acid, ursolic acid, quercetin-3-O-galactoside,
luteolin-7-O-glucoside, and myricetin in the Sarracenia purpurea medicinal plant (a car-
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nivorous plant in the Sarraceniaceae family) has been investigated in this study as a
relatively stable drug for adsorption onto the surface of (6,6) armchair SWCNT through
the drug delivery method (Scheme 2). Thus, a series of quantum theoretical approaches,
including DFT methods, has been used in order to find the optimized coordination of
(+)-catechin, betulinic acid, ursolic acid, quercetin-3-O-galactoside, luteolin-7-O-glucoside,
and myricetin, adsorbed onto (6,6) armchair SWCNT by using Gaussian 16 revision C.01
program (Scheme 2) [28]. The adsorption of these compounds onto (6,6) armchair SWCNT
has indicated the nature of chemisorption for the bond distance of O–C of about 1.5 Å, with
the equilibrium electron diffusion of effective compounds of Sarracenia purpurea (adsorbate)
and single-walled carbon nanotube (adsorbent) (Scheme 2).

2. Theoretical Frameworks and Computational Methods

The geometric optimization of the compounds in this paper has been performed via
the framework of DFT using the three-parameter Becke’s exchange [29] and Lee–Yang–
Parr’s correlation non-local functional [30], usually known as the B3LYP method and basis
set of 6-311+G(2d,p). The density functional theory (DFT) is one of the most employed
approximations of Hohenberg, Kohn and Sham and allows the theoretical study of material
properties [31]. Density functional theory (DFT) represents an advantageous methodology
for estimating chemical systems, and discovering its similarities and differences to other
computational employed methodologies is of importance [32,33].

Therefore, the electronic structure of adsorbed (6,6) armchair CNT by (+)-catechin,
betulinic acid, ursolic acid, quercetin-3-O-galactoside, luteolin-7-O-glucoside, and myricetin
in the Sarracenia purpurea medicinal plant has been illustrated for use measuring physico-
chemical properties (Scheme 2).

In this work, the Onsager model has been used. This was developed by Frisch,
Wong and Wiberg and utilizes spherical cavities. Even though this implies a less accurate
description of the solute–solvent interface, this approximation simplifies the evaluation of
energy formatives in geometry optimizations and frequency analysis. Moreover, Cramer
and Truhlar improved this model at the dipole level [34–38]. In fact, a cavity must have
a physical sense, such as in the Onsager model, and a mathematical ability, as often
demonstrated in other descriptions of solvent impacts [39]. On the other hand, the cavity
has to keep out the solvent, including its frontiers, as the largest probability part of the
solute charge distribution [39–43].

Basically, a group of quantum theoretical methods has been performed to explore some
physical and chemical properties from optimized structure of (+)-catechin, betulinic acid,
ursolic acid, quercetin-3-O-galactoside, luteolin-7-O-glucoside, and myricetin in Sarracenia
purpurea medicinal plant, adsorbed onto the surface of (6,6) armchair CNT. This includes
charge distribution, thermodynamic calculations and nuclear magnetic resonance analysis
due to designing a drug delivery model using Gaussian 16 revision C.01 program [28].
Moreover, the gauge-including atomic orbitals (GIAO) have been adopted to solve the
gauge problem in the calculation of nuclear magnetic shielding for [(+)-catechin, betulinic
acid, ursolic acid, quercetin-3-O-galactoside, luteolin-7-O-glucoside, and myricetin in Sar-
racenia purpurea, adsorbed onto the surface of (6,6) armchair CNT using density functional
theory (DFT) calculation.

3. Results and Discussion

CNTs or carbon nanotubes describe drug delivery platforms that may be functionalized
with various biomolecules containing antibodies, proteins, and DNA. This permits the
particular target to transferring the special tissues, organs, or cells. Thus, these compounds
can easily penetrate cells, delivering drugs directly to the cytoplasm or nucleus. Drug
delivery systems improve the pharmacological and therapeutic profile and efficacy of the
drug in question and lower the occurrence of off-target outcomes.
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3.1. Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Data

The NMR data of isotropic (σiso) and anisotropic shielding tensor (σaniso), as well as
the eigenvalues of chemical shielding including σ11, σ22, and σ33 (ppm) for (+)-catechin,
betulinic acid, ursolic acid, quercetin-3-O-galactoside, luteolin-7-O-glucoside, and myricetin
in the Sarracenia purpurea medicinal plant, adsorbed onto the surface of (6,6) armchair
SWCNT, respectively, have been estimated (Table 1).

Table 1. The results of SCF GIAO magnetic shielding tensor and atomic charge (Q) for (+)-catechin,
betulinic acid, ursolic acid, quercetin-3-O-galactoside, luteolin-7-O-glucoside, and myricetin in ppm
joint at the adsorption site of (6,6) armchair CNT.

(+)-catechin
ppm C9 O10 C16 O17 C18 O19 H29 H32 H33

σ11 59.2865 290.7057 83.3679 294.7889 74.8748 314.0021 22.0139 18.3994 22.5452
σ22 95.0440 290.7057 96.1147 319.9473 102.1597 334.3497 29.1676 30.9900 29.3964
σ33 202.1101 324.1978 204.8543 371.6628 204.9966 339.3341 40.1023 39.0397 40.7560
σiso 118.8135 312.0269 128.1123 328.7997 127.3437 329.2287 30.4279 29.4764 30.8992
σaniso 124.9449 18.2563 115.1130 64.2947 116.4793 15.1582 14.5116 14.3450 14.7852

Q 0.1421 −0.2901 0.116237 −0.2961 0.098471 −0.3090 0.2138 0.2258 0.2213

betulinic acid
ppm C1 C15 O16 O32 O33 H55 H56 H81

σ11 −15.6362 169.1082 328.6384 −503.6711 138.8698 28.0314 24.8297 21.7177
σ22 154.9603 178.9003 337.9158 −252.2589 310.1232 29.9588 31.6255 24.5804
σ33 164.7082 209.4747 421.9830 450.9700 335.3043 37.4969 49.6449 38.4823
σiso 101.3441 185.8277 362.8457 −101.6533 261.4324 31.8290 35.3667 28.2601
σaniso 95.0462 35.4704 88.7059 828.9350 110.8078 8.5018 21.4173 15.3332

Q 0.3171 0.0872 −0.3262 −0.2893 −0.3130 0.0317 0.1843 0.2175

ursolic acid
ppm C1 C2 O3 O32 O33 H34 H35 H81

σ11 −14.8985 170.5948 339.4528 −466.2527 149.8814 27.2523 24.1463 22.1181
σ22 159.4348 178.9689 347.9330 −229.8480 312.0712 28.4278 31.8205 24.5591
σ33 163.0061 206.2026 420.4447 448.6102 332.2916 39.6026 48.3531 38.8056
σiso 102.5141 185.2554 369.2768 −82.4968 264.7481 31.7609 34.7733 28.4942
σaniso 90.7380 31.4207 76.7519 796.6605 101.3153 11.7626 20.3697 15.4670

Q 0.3222 0.0873 −0.3302 −0.2924 −0.3153 0.0342 0.1880 0.2168

quercetin-3-O-galactoside
ppm C9 O10 C16 O17 C18 O19 H36 H39 H40

σ11 54.5792 281.0196 76.6664 302.9608 83.8594 322.1996 21.5989 18.9010 22.7514
σ22 92.8624 322.3705 97.9617 319.2503 118.3675 329.4509 29.5876 30.5873 29.1195
σ33 201.6165 322.7628 207.5362 372.0312 203.9020 342.7070 38.8885 38.9020 40.9307
σiso 116.3527 308.7176 127.3881 331.4141 135.3763 331.4525 30.0250 29.4634 30.9339
σaniso 127.8957 21.0677 120.2221 60.9256 135.3763 16.8818 13.2953 14.1579 14.9952

Q 0.1521 −0.2868 0.1158 −0.2958 0.0999 −0.3038 0.2187 0.2247 0.2208

luteolin-7-O-glucoside
ppm C15 O16 C17 O18 C23 O24 C25 O26 H38 H39

σ11 80.5725 298.6345 71.3881 308.1253 178.5325 345.1945 175.2961 349.2208 18.1208 22.3625
σ22 99.5240 320.6211 99.9390 331.7684 185.8453 355.1242 183.8870 360.3805 31.1043 29.0165
σ33 203.2873 369.2133 204.0323 340.0012 214.9455 417.7007 210.8215 419.9940 39.1626 40.6486
σiso 127.7946 329.4896 125.1198 326.6316 193.1078 372.6731 190.0015 376.5317 29.4626 30.6759
σaniso 113.2391 59.5854 118.3688 20.0544 32.7566 67.5413 31.2300 65.1933 14.5501 14.9591

Q 0.1113 −0.2977 0.1043 −0.3065 0.0689 −0.3163 0.0671 −0.3289 0.2241 0.2229

myricetin
ppm C10 O11 C12 C19 O20 O22 H27 H28 H31 H32

σ11 53.5046 279.3475 99.6682 97.7369 313.5489 316.0992 21.6415 19.8020 18.5542 22.3030
σ22 92.4576 322.1245 142.5628 101.4764 329.1589 334.0617 29.3435 30.2446 31.2943 29.8787
σ33 201.7495 322.9617 223.6607 205.2742 387.8727 337.0559 38.9144 31.4497 39.4524 40.5172
σiso 115.9039 308.1446 155.2972 134.8292 343.5269 329.0723 29.9665 27.1654 29.7670 30.8996
σaniso 128.7684 22.2257 102.5452 105.6675 66.5188 11.9754 13.4219 6.4264 14.5282 14.4263

Q 0.1544 −0.2859 −0.1240 0.0836 −0.3111 -0.3086 0.2200 0.0580 0.2343 0.2219

The computed results exhibited the SCF GIAO magnetic shielding tensor in ppm for
hydrogen, carbon, and oxygen and explored the active site of (+)-catechin, betulinic acid,
ursolic acid, quercetin-3-O-galactoside, luteolin-7-O-glucoside, and myricetin in Sarracenia
purpurea as the drug for the treatment of the monkeypox disease. The calculations were
accomplished based on the B3LYP/6-311+G (2d,p) level of theory using Gaussian 16
revision C.01 program [28] and are reported in Table 1.
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The (+)-catechin, betulinic acid, ursolic acid, quercetin-3-O-galactoside, luteolin-7-O-
glucoside, and myricetin in Sarracenia purpurea medicinal plant, adsorbed onto the (6,6)
armchair CNT, showed chemical shielding including σ11, σ22, σ33, σiso, and σaniso (ppm) for
various atoms of hydrogen, carbon, and oxygen in the active sites of the molecules through
the NMR graphs (Figure 1a–f,a’–f’). The most fluctuations of atomic charge and chemical
shielding were observed in O10, O19 ((+)-catechin), O16, O32, and O33 (betulinic acid), O3,
O32, and O33 (ursolic acid), O10, O17, and O19 (quercetin-3-O-galactoside), O16, O18, O24,
and O26 (luteolin-7-O-glucoside) and O11, O20, and O22 (myricetin), respectively (Table 1),
due to exploring the most electronegative atoms from those adsorbed onto the surface of
(6,6) armchair CNT, which represented the maximal shift in TMS B3LYP/6-311+G(2d,p)
(Figure 1a–f).
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Figure 1. The graph of NMR spectra of isotropic (σiso), anisotropic (σaniso) shielding tensors calculated
by level of theory B3LYP/6-311+G(2d,p) for (a) (+)-catechin, (a’) (+)-catechin→CNT, (b) betulinic
acid, (b’) betulinic acid→CNT, (c) ursolic acid, (c’) ursolic acid→CNT, (d) quercetin-3-O-galactoside,
(d’) quercetin-3-O-galactoside→CNT, (e) luteolin-7-O-glucoside, (e’) luteolin-7-O-glucoside→CNT,
(f) myricetin and (f’) myricetin→CNT.

CS tensors were yielded by the quantum chemical calculations in the principal axes
system to estimate the isotropic chemical shielding (CSI) and anisotropic chemical shielding
(CSA) based on the following equations [44–46]:

CSI (ppm) = (σ33 + σ22 + σ11)/3 (1)

CSA (ppm) = σ33 − (σ22 + σ11)/2 (2)
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Additionally, the Onsager model influenced the nuclear magnetic resonance data and
chemical shielding of hydrogen, carbon, and oxygen atoms in (+)-catechin, betulinic acid,
ursolic acid, quercetin-3-O-galactoside, luteolin-7-O-glucoside, and myricetin, adsorbed
onto the surface of (6,6) armchair CNT (Figure 1a–f,a’–f’).

Moreover, the electrostatic potential map (ESP) was exhibited, which indicated the
region including the attractive–repulsive force of a fix charge at different points in space
that were parallel from a molecular surface of (+)-catechin, betulinic acid, ursolic acid,
quercetin-3-O-galactoside, luteolin-7-O-glucoside, and myricetin in Sarracenia purpurea
(Figure 1a–f).

The single-walled (6,6) armchair carbon nanotube was used as an additive to enhance
the magnetic and electric sensitivities. These results were attributed to the excellent elec-
tromagnetic conductivity of the carbon nanostructure. The recommended mechanism of
drug delivery involved (+)-catechin, betulinic acid, ursolic acid, quercetin-3-O-galactoside,
luteolin-7-O-glucoside, and myricetin being calculated under the effect of the carbon nan-
otube and thereby releasing the drug.

3.2. Charge Transfer

Moreover, the results of atomic charge (Q) in Table 1 in a polar medium of water
solution indicated the stability of (+)-catechin, betulinic acid, ursolic acid, quercetin-3-O-
galactoside, luteolin-7-O-glucoside, and myricetin in Sarracenia purpurea drug joint to the
surface of (6,6) armchair SWCNT as a drug delivery technique for treating the monkeypox
disease (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. The fluctuation of atomic charge (Q) of hydrogen, carbon and oxygen atoms in the active
sites of (+)-catechin, betulinic acid, ursolic acid, quercetin-3-O-galactoside, luteolin-7-O-glucoside,
and myricetin.

Figure 2 suggests that the reasons for the various existing observed results of (+)-
catechin, betulinic acid, ursolic acid, quercetin-3-O-galactoside, luteolin-7-O-glucoside, and
myricetin adsorbed onto the surface of (6,6) armchair SWCNT were principally bound to the
position of the active sites of labeled hydrogen, carbon, and oxygen, which move the charge
of electrons in these compounds in polar water molecules. In fact, the partial charges were
obtained by fitting the electrostatic potential with a correlation coefficient of R2 = 0.9634 to
fixed charges of H, C, and O atoms of (+)-catechin, betulinic acid, ursolic acid, quercetin-
3-O-galactoside, luteolin-7-O-glucoside, and myricetin, which were adsorbed onto the
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surface of (6,6) armchair CNT. Therefore, we assessed the electrophilic side chains of (+)-
catechin, betulinic acid, ursolic acid, quercetin-3-O-galactoside, luteolin-7-O-glucoside, and
myricetin in Sarracenia purpurea medicinal plant to find the reason for the activity and the
stability of this drug against monkeypox virus activity.

3.3. Infrared Spectra Analysis

The results of the computational method of the infrared (IR) spectra were accom-
plished for (+)-catechin, betulinic acid, ursolic acid, quercetin-3-O-galactoside, luteolin-7-
O-glucoside, and myricetin, adsorbed onto the surface of (6,6) armchair CNT, by using
the B3LYP method and the 6-311+G (2d,p) basis set for atoms including hydrogen, car-
bon, and oxygen to obtain more accurate equilibrium geometrical parameters, thermo-
dynamic properties and data for each of the determined structures. The IR spectra for
(+)-catechin, betulinic acid, ursolic acid, quercetin-3-O-galactoside, luteolin-7-O-glucoside,
and myricetin in Sarracenia purpurea drug were shown in the frequency range of about
250 cm−1–4500 cm−1 (Figure 3a–f). It can be seen that the strongest allowed peaks with the
highest frequency occur around 1425 cm−1, 1650 cm−1, 1700 cm−1, 1725 cm−1, 1900 cm−1,
1925 cm−1, 1950 cm−1, 2100 cm−1, 2150 cm−1 ((+)-catechin); 250 cm−1, 650 cm−1, 1400 cm−1,
and 2200 cm−1 (betulinic acid); 250 cm−1, 1400 cm−1, 1700 cm−1, 2200 cm−1, 3400 cm−1,
and 3490 cm−1 (ursolic acid); 1300 cm−1, 1550 cm−1, 1700 cm−1, 1950 cm−1, 2150 cm−1,
2200 cm−1, and 3750 cm−1 (quercetin-3-O-galactoside); 1350 cm−1, 1800 cm−1, 1950 cm−1,
2150 cm−1, and 2200 cm−1 (luteolin-7-O-glucoside), and 1250 cm−1, 1450 cm−1, 1500 cm−1,
1525 cm−1, 1550 cm−1, 1900 cm−1, 1950 cm−1, 2000 cm−1, 2125 cm−1, 2150 cm−1, and
2200 cm−1 (myricetin), respectively (Figure 3a–f).

The spectra of Figure 3 demonstrate the reason for the existing observed various results
for the frequencies of (+)-catechin, betulinic acid, ursolic acid, quercetin-3-O-galactoside,
luteolin-7-O-glucoside, and myricetin, adsorbed onto the surface of (6,6) armchair CNT,
which present the position of the active sites of labeled hydrogen, carbon, and oxygen
in this drug (Scheme 1). These transfer the charge of electrons in polar (+)-catechin,
betulinic acid, ursolic acid, quercetin-3-O-galactoside, luteolin-7-O-glucoside, and myricetin
as adsorbates in water toward the surface of (6,6) the armchair carbon nanotube as an
adsorbent (Scheme 2).
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Figure 3. The infrared spectra of effective compounds in Sarracenia purpurea drug including (a) (+)-
catechin, (b) betulinic acid, (c) ursolic acid, (d) quercetin-3-O-galactoside, (e) luteolin-7-O-glucoside, and
(f) myricetin adsorbed onto the surface of (6,6) armchair CNT by using 6-311+G(2d,p) calculations.

The results of physical and thermodynamic properties of dipole moment, ∆H, ∆G
and ∆S for (+)-catechin, betulinic acid, ursolic acid, quercetin-3-O-galactoside, luteolin-7-
O-glucoside, and myricetin, adsorbed onto the surface of (6,6) armchair CNT using the
B3LYP/6-311+G(2d,p) method, are represented in Table 2 and Figure 4.

It was notable that polarization functions into the applied basis set in the computations
always demonstrated a significant achievement in the simulation and modeling methods
of theoretical levels. The normal modes of IR spectra were explored via harmonic potential
wells by analytic methods which kept the movement of all atoms at the same time in the
vibration time scale, leading to a natural definition of molecular vibrations (Table 2 and
Figure 4).
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Table 2. The results of calculated thermodynamic properties of ∆G, ∆H (kcal/mol) and ∆S
(cal/mol.K−1) in water at 300 K.

Compounds ∆G × 10−3 ∆H × 10−3 ∆S Dipole Moment
(Debye)

(+)-catechin −634.993 −634.958 117.270 2.3245

betulinic acid −860.291 −860.242 161.600 1.5023

ursolic acid −860.275 −860.229 151.479 1.4017

quercetin-3-O-galactoside −1055.740 −1055.697 142.287 5.4546

luteolin-7-O-glucoside −1009.555 −1009.514 138.448 5.4520

myricetin −726.155 −957.555 112.043 2.2361
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Figure 4. The changes in Gibbs free energy (∆G) for (+)-catechin, betulinic acid, ursolic acid, quercetin-
3-O-galactoside, luteolin-7-O-glucoside, and myricetin adsorbed onto the surface of (6,6) armchair
CNT using B3LYP/6-311+G(2d,p) quantum calculation.

The results of the above observations strongly suggested that (+)-catechin, betulinic
acid, ursolic acid, quercetin-3-O-galactoside, luteolin-7-O-glucoside, and myricetin in
Sarracenia purpurea medicinal plants, adsorbed onto the surface of (6,6) armchair SWCNT
using the B3LYP/6-311+G(2d,p) method in a water solvent at 300 K, was predominantly due
to basis set functions which were induced by a change in the polarity of the environment.
As shown in Figure 4, a curve of degree 3 with the relation coefficient of R2 = 0.9002 proved
that an increase in the dielectric constant enhanced the stability and the efficiency of this
drug for treating the monkeypox disease.

In fact, single-walled carbon nanotubes reviewed in general physically adsorbed many
of the organic molecules considered, and we ameliorated their detecting properties through
chemisorption study.

3.4. HOMO and LUMO Analysis

The ionization caused the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) energy and
the electron affinity produced the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) energy.
These were calculated and their results are reported for (+)-catechin, betulinic acid, ursolic
acid, quercetin-3-O-galactoside, luteolin-7-O-glucoside, and myricetin in Table 3. The
HOMO, LUMO and band energy gap (ev) presented the pictorial explanation of the frontier
molecular orbitals and their respective positive and negative zones, which were important
factors for identifying the molecular characteristics of effective compounds in Sarracenia
purpurea drugs.
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Table 3. The HOMO, LUMO and band energy gap (ev) for effective compounds of (+)-catechin,
betulinic acid, ursolic acid, quercetin-3-O-galactoside, luteolin-7-O-glucoside, and myricetin in
Sarracenia purpurea drug.

Compounds ELUMO (ev) EHOMO (ev) ∆E = ELUMO – EHOMO (ev)

(+)-catechin
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In fact, the HOMO showed the capability to give an electron while the LUMO as
an electron acceptor exhibited the capability to achieving an electron. Therefore, the
energy gap (∆E = E LUMO − EHOMO) indicated the energy difference between frontier
HOMO and LUMO orbital, which introduced stability to the structure and unraveled
the chemical activity of the molecule. In this paper, the energy gap established how (+)-
catechin, betulinic acid, ursolic acid, quercetin-3-O-galactoside, luteolin-7-O-glucoside, and
myricetin interacted with the surface of (6,6) armchair CNT. Besides, frontier molecular
orbitals ran an important function in the optical and electrical properties, like in UV-VIS
spectra [47].

Figure 5 demonstrates the changes in energy gap (E LUMO − EHOMO) versus various
effective compounds in Sarracenia purpurea medicinal plant consisting of (+)-catechin, betulinic
acid, ursolic acid, quercetin-3-O-galactoside, luteolin-7-O-glucoside, and myricetin, adsorbed
onto the surface of (6,6) armchair CNT using the B3LYP/6-311+G(2d,p) quantum method.
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Figure 5. The energy gap (ev) of HOMO–LUMO for (+)-catechin, betulinic acid, ursolic acid, quercetin-
3-O-galactoside, luteolin-7-O-glucoside, and myricetin in Sarracenia purpurea drug.

Additionally, in order to obtain more conclusive approval in identifying the compound
characteristics of these structures, a series of chemical reactivity parameters like chemical
potential (µ), electronegativity (χ), hardness (η), softness (ζ), electrophilicity index (ψ) was
designed using the following equations (Table 4) [48–50]:

µ = (EHOMO + ELUMO)/2 (3)

χ = - (EHOMO + ELUMO)/2 (4)

η = (ELUMO − EHOMO)/2 (5)

ζ = 1/(2η) (6)

ψ = µ2/(2η) (7)

The negative amounts of the chemical potential (µ) and the positive values of other
quantities exhibited a good stability of (+)-catechin, betulinic acid, ursolic acid, quercetin-3-
O-galactoside, luteolin-7-O-glucoside, and myricetin in Sarracenia purpurea drug through
adsorption onto the surface of (6,6) armchair CNT correlated with the trend of drug delivery
(Figure 6). These stable complexes of these compounds with Monkeypox protein virus
illustrated the molecular drug delivery.
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Table 4. Chemical potential (µ), electronegativity (χ), hardness (η), softness (ζ), electrophilicity index
(ψ) for (+)-catechin, betulinic acid, ursolic acid, quercetin-3-O-galactoside, luteolin-7-O-glucoside,
and myricetin.

Compound
Quantities (ev) (+)-catechin Betulinic Acid Ursolic Acid quercetin-3-O-

galactoside
luteolin-7-O-

glucoside Myricetin

µ −4.45425 −5.6071 −5.33735 −3.2129 −3.8277 −3.6481
χ 4.45425 5.6071 5.33735 3.2129 3.8277 3.6481
η 2.25825 2.0515 1.69295 2.1907 1.9667 1.8837
ζ 0.2214 0.2437 0.2953 0.2282 0.2542 0.2654
ψ 4.3928 7.6625 8.4135 2.3560 3.7248 3.5326

Figure 6. Changes in chemical potential (µ), electronegativity (χ), hardness (η), softness (ζ), elec-
trophilicity index (ψ) for (+)-catechin, betulinic acid, ursolic acid, quercetin-3-O-galactoside, luteolin-
7-O-glucoside, and myricetin.

3.5. UV-VIS Spectroscopies

The energy gap between HOMO and LUMO distinguished the attributes of molecular
electrical transport [51]. Through the Frank–Condon principle, the maximum absorption
peak (max) depended on an ultraviolet–visible (UV-VIS) spectrum to vertical excitation.

In this verdict, TD-DFT/6-311+G (2d,p) computations were performed to identify
the low-lying excited states of (+)-catechin, betulinic acid, ursolic acid, quercetin-3-O-
galactoside, luteolin-7-O-glucoside, and myricetin in Sarracenia purpurea drug. The results
consist of the vertical excitation energies, oscillator strength and wavelength introduced in
Figure 7a–f.
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In the computed amounts of ultraviolet–visible (UV-VIS) spectra for (+)-catechin, be-
tulinic acid, ursolic acid, quercetin-3-O-galactoside, luteolin-7-O-glucoside, and myricetin
extracted from Sarracenia purpurea drug, there were maximum adsorption bands between
200 nm–300 nm for (+)-catechin, betulinic acid, ursolic acid with a sharpest peak around
230 nm (Figure 7a–c); and maximum adsorption bands between 200 nm–400 nm for
quercetin-3-O-galactoside, luteolin-7-O-glucoside, and myricetin, with the sharpest peak
being around 300 nm, respectively (Figure 7d–f). In fact, the intensity of the absorbance of
the single-walled (6,6) armchair carbon nanotube was analyzed for (+)-catechin, betulinic
acid, ursolic acid, quercetin-3-O-galactoside, luteolin-7-O-glucoside, and myricetin from
Sarracenia purpurea drug by using ultraviolet-visible (UV-VIS absorption spectroscopy. All
nanotubes followed the Lambert–Beer law and indicated similar extinction coefficients
irrepective of their structure.

Furthermore, the varieties of theoretical methods were discussed due to comparing
density and energies with two approaches of AMBER via Monte Carlo (MC) optimization
in water by using a hyperchem professional (7.01) program package. Therefore, the Monte
Carlo energies versus time for betulinic acid, (+)-catechin, luteolin-7-O-glucoside, myricetin,
quercetin-3-O-galactoside, and ursolic acid, adsorbed onto the surface of (6,6) armchair
SWCNT in water medium at 300 K, are plotted in Figure 8.
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Figure 8. Potential energy (kcal/mol) versus time for betulinic acid, (+)-catechin, luteolin-7-O-
glucoside, myricetin, quercetin-3-O-galactoside, and ursolic acid in water at 300 K extracted from
Monte Carle simulation method.

The simulation of betulinic acid, (+)-catechin, luteolin-7-O-glucoside, myricetin, quercetin-
3-O-galactoside, and ursolic acid, adsorbed onto the surface of (6,6) armchair SWCNT,
showed that the stabilization energy of these compounds was affected by the Monte Carlo
force field and temperature in medium of water.

4. Conclusions

Sarracenia purpurea as a medicinal plant can be applied in the prevention the monkey-
pox virus through the adsorption of its several effective compounds including (+)-catechin,
betulinic acid, ursolic acid, quercetin-3-O-galactoside, luteolin-7-O-glucoside, and myricetin
onto the surface of (6,6) armchair single-walled carbon nanotube as the drug delivery model.
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This is due to the direct electron transfer principle, which was studied by density functional
theory (DFT) methods.

On the other hand, we used the B3LYP/6-311+G (2d,p) level of theory to evaluate the
aptitude of SWCNT in adsorbing the effective compounds in Sarracenia purpurea medicinal
plant through nuclear magnetic resonance and thermodynamic parameters. In fact, the
achieved results represented that the feasibility of using (6,6) armchair SWCNT and these
compounds became the norm in the drug delivery system which was attained by quantum
calculations due to the physico-chemical properties of NMR and IR spectroscopy [52].

Additionally, the energy gap analysis of HOMO–LUMO illustrated the charge dis-
tribution in the frontier molecular orbitals of (+)-catechin, betulinic acid, ursolic acid,
quercetin-3-O-galactoside, luteolin-7-O-glucoside, and myricetin in Sarracenia purpurea
drug through adsorption onto the surface of (6,6) armchair carbon nanotube (CNT).

Funding: This research received no external funding.

Data Availability Statement: Not applicable.
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to Kastamonu University for their support through the office, library, and scientific websites.
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